
 
A YEAR IN THE BEEHIVE - CENTRAL MAINE STYLE  

Month Activity Comments 

Assemble and repair beekeeping equipment; purchase new if 
necessary  
Read beekeeping texts, websites, blogs, periodicals and 
beekeeping magazines  
Leave the bees alone! Check to be sure that there is an upper entrance open ~ for bee flights 

and air circulation. 

JANUARY 

Sign up for a beekeeping course offered by Extension, Adult 
Education or local beekeeping association.  
Check wintering colonies for honey reserves by hefting hive.  If 
light, feed hives. 

See MSBA website for sugar recipes: 
http://mainebeekeepers.org/information-for-beekeepers/recipies-
formulations/sugar-candy-and-syrup-recipes/ 

Feed sugar candy or dry sugar if needed being careful not to 
disturb the cluster. Hives that are fed candy should be 
rechecked every 10 days to two weeks and fed as needed. 

Candy is the preferred food.  It is concentrated and has its own water 
supply. Bring 2 cups water and 5 pounds of white granulated sugar to a 
boil at 240ºF (soft ball stage).  Cool to 180ºF.  Stir vigorously.  Pour into 
cookie sheet lined with greased wax paper.  It should be hardened and 
ready for use in 2-3 hours. 

FEBRUARY 

Alternatively, make candy boards to feed bees. Candy boards are constructed from 1/4 inch plywood or Masonite cut 16 
1/4 X 19 7/8 with a 3/4 to 1 inch wood rim fastened to the perimeter. 
The candy board looks like an inner cover without the escape hole. The 
candy slurry is poured directly into the candy board and once hardened 
is fed to hives by replacing the inner cover with it (sugar side down) 
beneath the outer cover. The candy slurry can also be poured into molds 
such as pie tins or cookie sheets 1/2 – 3/4 inch thick that will fit into the 
inner cover rim after hardening. 

Check colony conditions, if food reserves are short, feed candy 
or dry sugar.  Colonies that consume feed should be monitored 
and fed as needed. 

When feeding dry white granulated sugar, spread it on top of inner cover 
(under insulated cover) around hole. 

MARCH 

Feed protein supplements (pollen substitute) for brood 
production to hives that you are planning to split.  

Make sure they have sufficient honey stores.  They will go through stores 
much more rapidly as they engage in brood rearing. 

http://mainebeekeepers.org/information-for-beekeepers/recipies-
formulations/sugar-candy-and-syrup-recipes/
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Continue to monitor food reserves  
Feed 1 gallon medicated syrup (Fumagilin) (1:1 sugar syrup)  
Scrape bottom boards and check the brood pattern on a mild 
day [50's]  
Install package bees April 15th or later and feed light (1:1) sugar 
syrup. 1st gallon is medicated with Fumagilin.   

Continue feeding light (1:1) sugar syrup until they have drawn out the 
comb in their brood chambers. 

Apply mite treatments to wintered colonies if Varroa are 
detected (mid to late April) in the drone brood. 

The preferred method of checking for Varroa is sticky boards or ether 
roll.  Varroa collapse can come quickly if other hives in the area are 
heavily infested and your strong hives rob those weak ones, so check 
your hives.  If you see bees with K-wing or deformed, you may be 
heavily infested and collapse may be imminent 

APRIL 

If you medicate hives with Terramycin, dust according to label 
instructions. 

Use Terramycin for foulbrood prevention and treatment. 

Install nucs beginning late May or later and feed light (1:1) 
sugar syrup. 1st gallon is medicated with Fumagilin.   

Continue feeding light (1:1) sugar syrup until they have drawn out the 
comb in their brood chambers. 
Do not split the brood by reversing if the pattern occupies the upper 
portion of the lower box and the lower portion of the upper box. If the 
bees are situated only in the upper box then reversal is in order. 
When you reverse hives, it places the cluster of bees (with queen) on the 
bottom with the empty hive body on top giving them room to build and 
move up. 

At dandelion bloom [around 5/1], reverse brood chambers and 
inspect hive. 

When the dandelion flow starts, add a honey super with drawn comb so 
the bees have somewhere to move the incoming nectar at night to clear 
the brood chambers where the incoming nectar was stored during the 
day. 

Check the queen’s performance, symptoms of brood disease 
and Varroa at the beginning of dandelion bloom.  

Apply mite treatments and requeen failing queens if necessary. 

Divide and requeen colonies at fruit bloom [5/10 - 5/15] via 
multiple frame splits or colony divides to recoup winter loss, 
increase apiary size and swarm control. 

When making nucs or splitting hives, replace the frames of bees and 
brood with drawn comb. 

Manage colonies for population buildup and swarm prevention

 

Strong, second year colonies and especially those with older queens are 
predisposed to swarm. It is best to manage these colonies and hives that 
are making preparations to swarm with more drastic measures such as 
making nucs or splits. 

MAY 

Remove any medications prior to the addition of honey supers Remember that the more you manipulate the hives, the longer it takes for 
the bees to build up stores. 
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When a nuc or package has occupied most of the lower hive body, place 
2 or 3 frames of brood in the upper hive body with brood directly below. 
Place the frames of foundation in the #2 and #9 positions of the lower 
hive body and drawn comb on the walls. 

MAY 

continued 
Inspect package bee colonies for health and queen condition. 
Manipulate frames if necessary to aid in comb construction and 
inspect for health and a properly laying queen. 

The procedure, especially in conjunction with feeding syrup gets the bees 
to work foundation in the upper hive body. 

Add honey supers to colonies as needed  
Manage for swarm prevention via equalizing hives, making 
splits/nucs or Demaree method.  

JUNE 

This is the time of year to register your bee hives with the Dept. 
of Agriculture 

Download application from 
http://www.maine.gov/agriculture/pi/apiary/documents/apiaryappli
c-11.pdf 

Add honey supers to colonies as needed  
Harvest honey at the end of July or when honey flow slows.  
Colonies, which have excessive brood and adult bee 
population, should be left with one super full of honey at 
harvest time. 

Of all the management techniques, harvesting at the end of July instead 
of waiting until September or October can be the most effective.  It may 
seem you get less honey by pulling it all off “early”, but the truth is, if 
you follow this method, you will consistently have more honey year after 
year.  The key reason is that the bees fill the deep supers with summer 
honey and over winter on it. 

Place an empty super on those colonies that have honey in the 
2nd brood chamber or above a queen excluder (use an inner 
cover) for those colonies that have mostly brood in both brood 
chambers 

Fall honey is terrible for over-wintering bees.  It causes dysentery and 
will weaken a hive so it is less productive the next year.  By putting your 
extracted supers over the inner cover, the bees will take that honey down 
and when the fall honey starts flowing, fill the supers.  Sometimes you 
can get at least one and more often two supers of fall honey per hive. 

Manipulate and inspect the colony.  Monitor Varroa mite 
populations.   

A mite treatment may be necessary prior to supering for the fall honey 
flow or in place of fall honey production. 

JULY 

Unite weak hives and position brood and honey stores in 
anticipation of winter.  
Harvest honey the 1st week of August if not done in July.  
Super hives during goldenrod bloom if needed  
Manipulate and inspect the colony.  Position brood and honey 
stores in anticipation of winter.  Unite weak hives.  

AUGUST 

If summer honey was not harvested, top super for 
goldenrod/fall honey flow. 

The super you add will be over the inner cover. 

http://www.maine.gov/agriculture/pi/apiary/documents/apiaryappli
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Harvest fall honey crop and remove supers around September 
10-20. 

Extract ripe honey. To prevent bees from robbing, partially filled supers 
should be fed back to the bees above the inner cover. 

Reduce entrances, apply brood medications and apply mite 
treatments after the supers are removed from hives. 

Apply mite treatments at the same time the supers are removed.  You 
usually need to get two brood cycles after you apply the treatments, so 
any later and you lose this window.  The queen will stop laying in 
October or November and you want to kill off the mites in the brood 
cycle.  When she stops laying, you are too late and the treatments will be 
much less effective 

Feed medicated syrup (Fumagilin) (2:1 sugar syrup – 2 gallons). Feed heavy (2:1) syrup or frames of honey to hives low on honey stores.  

SEPTEMBER

 

Register for the Maine State Beekeepers Meeting  
Clean up your bee yard Store your equipment for winter.  Be sure to use measures to keep mice 

out of equipment (wrapping, making mice-tight, sprinkle mothballs 
around) 

Finish feeding sugar syrup by 10/15. This allows the bees to process and store it for winter feeding. 

OCTOBER 

Complete medications. Remove mite treatments in accordance with the label toward the end of 
the month.  If you medicate hives with Terramycin, dust according to 
label instructions. 

Provide upper ventilation via one of the many methods 
(fiberboard/homesote, Styrofoam, super with insulation, etc.) 

An insulated board over the inner cover is an excellent tool for removing 
excess moisture from a hive.  In addition, it acts as a water source for the 
bees.  It is essential for over-wintering bees in Maine. 

Wrap colonies with tar paper or commercial wrap by 
Thanksgiving at the latest.  Remove mite treatments from 
colonies prior to wrapping.

 

Remember to place the inner cover with the opening facing up (at the 
front of the hive) with the insulated board on top with its opening facing 
down (line it up with the inner cover).  This allows the bees an upper 
entrance when the snowdrifts cover the bottom entrance and allows 
them a way to ventilate the hive. 

Use hive products to make mead, candles or beeswax hand 
cream 

Sell honey and hive products at craft fairs, etc. 

NOVEMBER

 

Read beekeeping texts, websites, blogs, periodicals and 
beekeeping magazines  
Leave the bees alone!  D ECEMBER 

Order bees in package or nucs for late April-early May arrival. Even though February used to be the normal time for ordering bees, you 
want to do so now.  For the past few years, bees have been in short 
supply.  Why not try something new- like a different bee race, or shifting 
to medium size supers  

 

Provided as a courtesy by Knox-Lincoln County Beekeepers, a chapter of the Maine State Beekeepers Association ~ March 2012 
With thanks to Tony Jadczak, Maine State Apiarist, Bill Truesdell, Sagadahoc County Beekeepers, West Bath, and MSBA 


